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Mid-infrared semimetal polarization detectors
with configurable polarity transition
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On-chip polarization-sensitive photodetectors offer unique opportunities for next-generation ultra-compact polarimeters. So
far, mainstream approaches have relied on the anisotropic absorption of natural materials or artificial structures. However,
such a model is inherently restricted by correlation between the polarization ratio (PR) and diattenuation, leading to small PR
values (1 < PR < 10). Here, we report nanoantenna-mediated semimetal photodetectors, which enable configurable polarity
transition by exploiting the vectorial and non-local photoresponse in semimetals. By tuning the orientation of nanoantennas,
PR values vary from positive (unipolar regime) to negative (bipolar regime), covering all possible numbers (1 → ∞/−∞ → −1).
In particular, the PR values at the polarity-transition point could approach infinity. Such a polarity transition hereby transcends
the conventional PR–diattenuation relationship. Furthermore, our device allows the subtle measurement of polarization-angle
perturbation down to 0.02° Hz−1/2 in the mid-infrared range. Our findings highlight the potential of semimetals as a promising
material platform for miniaturized polarimetry.

P

olarization, as an intrinsic attribute of light, plays a critical
role in almost all optics-related phenomena and technologies,
including imaging, remote sensing and navigation1,2. However,
fine polarization scrutinization remains tricky and usually requires
bulky polarization optics because traditional cameras are only sensitive to light intensity3–5. Specifically, three main approaches have
been developed for polarization cameras. (1) ‘Division-of-time’:
images of different polarization states are acquired sequentially
in time3. The inherent drawbacks of this approach include limited temporal resolution, complicated design and high cost.
(2) ‘Division-of-amplitude’: light is split by a set of polarization optics
and delivered into separate detectors1,6. Although this approach
allows for the concurrent detection of multiple polarization states, it
natively requires a large propagation space to separate the split light
and achieve accurate registration. (3) ‘Division-of-focal-plane’: a
photodetector array is placed at the imaging focal plane and covered
with wire-grid micropolarizers7,8. Despite its successful commercialization, this approach cannot provide measurement of full-Stokes
parameters and subwavelength detection of structured beams.
In addition to the aforementioned three approaches, on-chip
polarization-sensitive photodetectors have recently emerged as a
promising candidate for polarization detection, enabling advanced
polarization cameras9–11. Thanks to the filterless flat configuration, such functional photodetectors do not suffer from pixel
cross-talk and can be smaller than the wavelength of light12, making them capable of polarization imaging with ultra-high pixel
density. Besides, this kind of photodetector has been reported to
detect the linear polarization9,10, circular polarization13 and even
the orbital angular momentum of light14, resulting in the measurement of full-Stokes or even generalized Stokes parameters15.
Studies on polarization-sensitive photodetectors could date back
to solution-processed one-dimensional nanowires two decades
ago16–18. Recently, we have seen a new surge of interest in this field,
primarily due to the rediscovery of anisotropic two-dimensional
(2D) materials that are compatible with the complementary
metal-oxide–semiconductor (or CMOS) technology10,11,19–22. One

crucial figure of merit to characterize polarization-sensitive photodetectors is the PR23,24, which may also be differently defined
as the extinction ratio7,10, contrast ratio9, polarization sensitivity25,26 or anisotropic ratio11,21. To avoid potential confusion16, we
define the PR in this work as the ratio of maximum and minimum
polarization-dependent photoresponse, and |PR| > 1. In practice,
PR values are desired to be higher than 20 (ref. 7). However, the
PRs of 2D materials are generally below ten, although a large PR (of
>100) was once reported in black phosphorus at a wavelength of
3.5 µm (Fig. 1a). Such small PRs result from an inherent correlation
between the PR and anisotropic absorption (also known as linear
dichroism or diattenuation)11,19,27. Although diattenuation engineering has been the mainstream method for polarization-sensitive
photodetectors, the realization of large PRs is challenging. On the
other hand, we draw attention to a less noticed zero-bias photoresponse in materials with broken centrosymmetry, such as ferroelectrics, where the flow direction of photo-carriers can be flipped
by the polarization angle of light28–30. In contrast to conventional
materials, the PR in such materials would be negative by definition. In the following, we term the two distinct types of polarization
dependence as unipolar (PR ≥ 1) and bipolar (PR ≤ −1), where the
photocurrents are sign-maintaining and sign-flipping, respectively.
Efficiently implementing these two distinct phenomena within one
chip-level platform may bring many unprecedented opportunities
such as gigantic PR, but that has remained elusive31.
Here, we demonstrate nanoantenna-mediated few-layer graphene photodetectors, yielding a configurable transition between
unipolar and bipolar polarization dependence and providing full
coverage of PR values from 1 to ∞/−∞ then to −1 (Fig. 1a). Our
device consists of periodically oriented metallic nanoantennas on a
graphene transistor and works at zero drain–source bias under uniform illumination (Fig. 1b). By controlling the orientation angles of
the nanoantennas (θ1, θ2), the PRs of our device can vary from positive to negative values (Fig. 1c,d). At the polarity-transition points,
the PRs increase to infinity. The polarity transition is also illustrated
in the measured iso-photoresponse contours, which change from
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Fig. 1 | Design principles and main results of our designed nanoantenna-mediated semimetal photodetectors. a, Comparison of polarization-sensitive
photodetectors. The photoresponse PR of a material is plotted against its diattenuation, showing two distinct regimes: unipolar (PR > 0) and bipolar
(PR < 0). Data are taken from the literature (InP (ref. 16), CsPbBr3 (ref. 18), CdSe (ref. 17), Te (ref. 11), bP (ref. 10), GeSe (ref. 20), SbI3 (ref. 19), GeS2 (ref. 22) and
BiFeO3 (ref. 28)). bP, black phosphorus; NW, nanowire; 2D, two-dimensional material; FE, ferroelectric. b, Schematic of the designed nanoantenna-mediated
semimetal photodetector which consists of an array of metallic nanoantennas on a graphene transistor. From bottom to top: silicon (dark grey), SiO2
(blue), graphene (black honeycomb) and nanoantennas and electrodes (yellow). The unit cell of the array is a pair of tapered nanoantennas with different
orientation angles, θ1 and θ2; k denotes the wave vector of the incident light; E and φ represent the magnitude and polarization angle of the electric
field of the light, respectively, and Vg is the gate voltage. The photovoltage, Vph, values are measured in an open circuit. c, Calculated PRs as a mapping
of (θ1, θ2) values. Note that |PR| is >1 by definition. d, Cutline plot of the PRs along the dashed line in c. The unipolar (Uni) and bipolar (Bi) regimes are
shaded red and blue, respectively. The numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 label the polarity-transition points where the PR values increase to infinity. e, Measured
(Exp.) photovoltage at different incident power (∝ |E|2) and φ. The wavelength of incident light is 4 μm. To illustrate the data, we have used the projected
components of E for the x and y axes: Ex = |E|cos φ and Ey = |E|sin φ. The grey solid lines represent the fitted iso-photovoltage contours, which are closed in
unipolar devices but open in bipolar devices. The (θ1, θ2) values of the three samples were (45°, −45°), (90°, 0°) and (135°, 45°), respectively, as marked
by the red, yellow and blue circles in c.

closed ellipses to open hyperbolas (Fig. 1e). In addition to the geometrical configurability, the PRs are also electrically tunable by
applying a gate voltage, Vg, if heterogeneous structures are used.
Finally, we reveal the bipolar device as a self-contained balanced
photodetector, with a measured noise-equivalent polarization-angle
perturbation down to 0.02° Hz−1/2 in the mid-infrared range where

high-performance miniaturized detectors remain challenging to be
realized.

Results

Principle and mechanism. The microscopic origin of the photoresponse in our device can be attributed to the local photocurrents
Nature Photonics | www.nature.com/naturephotonics
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Fig. 2 | Polarization- and orientation-dependent photoresponse in tapered nanoantennas on graphene. a,b, Simulated photoresponse of untapered
nanoantennas at 0° (a) and 90° (b) polarization of incident light. The overall photoresponse is symmetry forbidden and is always zero. Periodic boundary
conditions are used in the modelling. White streamlines indicate the flow of carriers in graphene. Jx and Jy denote the normalized photocurrents flowing
along the x and y directions, respectively. j represents the projected component of current density. c–f, Simulated photoresponse of 0°-oriented tapered
nanoantennas at 0° (c), 90° (d), 45° (e) and 135° (f) polarization. The broken centrosymmetry allows for unbalanced photoresponse at zero external
bias. g, Plot of Jx and Jy against φ. h, Illustration of the photoresponse calculation for tapered nanoantennas with an orientation angle of θ via coordinate
transformation. Parameters x′ and y′ represent the nanoantenna coordinates. Drain (D) and source (S) electrodes are placed horizontally in laboratory
coordinates. J(θ, φ) is the polarization and orientation-dependent photoresponse that can be collected by an external circuit. i, Calculated (lines) and
measured (symbols) photoresponse of nanoantennas with θ ranging from 0° (red) to 90° (blue).

generated at the metallic nanoantennas–graphene interfaces32,33.
So far, hot carriers and the photo-thermoelectric effect have been
widely accepted as the dominating mechanisms for graphene’s
photoresponse over the photovoltaic effect, from the visible to
the mid-infrared wavelength range34,35. We measured similar
gate-dependent photoresponses in our devices at 4 μm wavelength,
which suggest the same mechanism (Supplementary Fig. 1).
Nature Photonics | www.nature.com/naturephotonics

Besides, we note that intrinsic graphene plasmons are not likely
to be excited at this wavelength36, and the plasmons themselves
do not contribute a d.c. photoresponse37. A more detailed discussion on the microscopic origin of photocurrents at metal–graphene
interfaces is outside the scope of this manuscript. In the following,
we explain our results in the framework of the hot-carrier mechanism. When graphene is deposited with metallic nanoantennas, it
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Fig. 3 | Geometrically tunable transition of polarization dependence. a, Calculation of the overall polarization-dependent photoresponse, J(θ1, θ1, φ), after
combining two types of tapered nanoantennas with orientation angles of θ1 and θ2. b,c, Calculation of the maxima (b) and minima (c) of J(θ1, θ1, φ) with respect
to φ. The colour bar shows the normalized photoresponse. d, Simulated (lines) and measured (symbols) photoresponse of three typical devices with their
(θ1, θ2) values indicated by the filled circles in b and c with the same colours. e, Maxima and minima of the photoresponse along the cutline in b and c, indicating
that a transition between unipolar and bipolar polarization dependence occurs around (θ1, θ2) = (87°, 0°). The unipolar and bipolar regimes are shaded red
and blue, respectively. f, Simulated (Sim.) and measured (Exp.) PRs along the cutline. The unipolar and bipolar regimes are shaded red and blue, respectively.

becomes doped38 and hence its Seebeck coefficient is also tuned39,
forming a Seebeck gradient at the graphene–nanoantenna interfaces. Under the illumination, the incident light is concentrated at
the edges of the nanoantennas due to plasmon localization40. As a
result, hot carriers are excited with plasmonic enhancement and
then driven by the Seebeck coefficient gradient to form local directional photocurrents41.
The question then arises about how the hot carriers flow after
that and whether or not the local photocurrents can be collected
by the electrodes several micrometres away. At first glance, one
might assume that the hot carriers with a picosecond-scale lifetime42 should not diffuse a long distance before their recombination and hence do not contribute to the measured photocurrents.
However, this concept has been challenged by many experiments
showing that the locally excited photocurrents can be efficiently
collected in a global manner32,35,37,41. Later, theoretical studies
suggested that the local photocurrents can almost simultaneously
establish an electric field throughout the gapless materials that
drive the ambient carriers to contact electrodes, captured by
a Shockley–Ramo-type framework42. We used few-layer graphene flakes in our experiments, which are semimetals43,44, with
the number of layer numbers between around three and eight
(Supplementary Figs. 2–4). To simulate the global photoresponse
in such a strongly correlated system, we should consider the collective behaviour of carriers in graphene and hence use hydrodynamic
equations for the modelling45,46 (see Supplementary Note 1 for more
detailed discussions)
∂u(r)
∂t

= −γu (r) − (u (r) ∇) u (r) + ν∇2 u (r) − 1ρ ∇ϕ (r) + F (r)
(1)

where u(r) is the velocity of charge carriers, ϕ(r) is the electric potential in the 2D plane, γ represents the Ohmic damping factor, ν and ρ
are the viscosity and density of electrons in graphene, respectively,
and F(r) denotes the spatially distributed source term assumed to
scale with the local photoresponse at the metal–graphene interfaces.
At equilibrium where ∂/∂t = 0, the driving force is balanced by the
Ohmic damping of electrons or the friction of non-slip boundaries
of the devices. For a given charge density in graphene, n, we can
further derive the current density, J(r) = u(r)n.
Tapered nanoantenna design. We turn to the geometric design
of nanoantennas. Although the charge-flow process discussed
above already allows us to calculate the polarization-dependent
photoresponse for a given nanoantenna structure, it provides
little insight into guidelines. This section starts our design from
a phenomenological description of the zero-bias photoresponse
in the non-centrosymmetric system based on spatial symmetry47.
Moreover, we limit our discussion to linear polarization and write
the electric field of incident light as E = Exx + Eyy with Ex and Ey as
real values. Under uniform illumination, the photoresponse in our
planar device possesses two components, Jx and Jy, written as47
 2 
Ex
( ) (
)
β
β
β
Jx
 2 
xxx xyy xxy

=
(2)
Ey 

Jy
β yxx β yyy β yxy 
2Ex Ey
where βxxx, βyyy, βxyy, βyxx, βxxy and βyxy denote the elements of the
photoresponse tensor (see Supplementary Note 2 for the detailed
derivation).
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Fig. 4 | Electrically tunable transition of polarization dependence. a, Schematic of the heterogeneous structure of our device whose polarization
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adhesion layers, respectively. b, Scanning electron microscopy image of our device in false colours. Gr, graphene. Scale bar, 4 μm. c, Measured (symbols)
and fitted (dashed lines) photovoltages versus φ at different gate voltages. d, Expanded plot of c. e, Measured gate-dependent photovoltages at φ = 45 and
135°, showing a transition of polarization dependence around Vg = −23 V. The red and blue shades indicate the unipolar and bipolar regimes, respectively.
The corresponding PRs are from 4.7 (Vg = −40 V) to ∞/−∞ (Vg ≈ −23 V) then to −5.2 (Vg = −10 V).

The photoresponse tensor β is related to structural symmetry.
In a centrosymmetric structure, β should remain the same after
performing operations x → −x and y → −y in equation (2). This is
only possible when all β values vanish. Our numerical simulation
confirms this analysis with untapered nanorod antennas (Fig. 2a,b)
in which the overall photoresponse is always negligible. To obtain
an unbalanced photoresponse at zero bias, we must break the device
centrosymmetry, for example by tapering the nanoantennas
(Fig. 2c–f). A detailed relationship between the structure asymmetry and the unbalanced photoresponse is provided in Supplementary
Fig. 7. In addition, the simulated polarization-dependent Jx and Jy
allow us to extract the normalized β tensor:
β≈

(

0.42 −0.02
0

0

0
−0.03

)

(3)

where the zeros in the tensor are simply due to the mirror symmetry
with respect to the x axis.
Note that Ex and Ey are related to the amplitude |E| and the polarization angle φ of the electric field: Ex = |E|cos φ and Ey = |E|sin φ.
Therefore, Jx and Jy are dependent on φ as Jx ≈ 0.42 cos2 φ − 0.02 sin2 φ
Nature Photonics | www.nature.com/naturephotonics

and Jy ≈ − 0.03 sin φcos φ (Fig. 2g). When the nanoantenna orientation is not along the drain–source direction, the resulting effective
photocurrent summarizes the projected components of Jx and Jy
(Fig. 2h), following a coordinate transformation (see Supplementary
Note 3). Several examples for orientation angles θ, from 0 to 90° are
shown in Fig. 2i (see Supplementary Fig. 8 for other angles).
We further experimentally validated the simulated polarization
dependence with θ = 0, 45 and 90°, respectively. The measured photovoltages have been rescaled in arbitrary units to compare with
our simulation in Fig. 2i (see Supplementary Fig. 9 for original
data and device images). Moreover, we characterized our device
(θ = 0°) in terms of I–V curves under dark and illuminated conditions, gate-dependent photovoltages, responsivity (15.6 V W−1),
dark noise spectra (down to 10 nV Hz−1/2), noise-equivalent power
(0.64 nW Hz−1/2), wavelength dependence and response time
(<667 ns) in Supplementary Figs. 10 and 11. The setup schematic
is provided in Supplementary Fig. 12. In our experiments, the gate
voltage is 0 V and the power density is 0.01 mW μm−2 unless noted
otherwise. Finally, by scanning photovoltage measurements and
frequency dependence studies, we conclude that the thermal effect
does not play an important role in our device (Supplementary Note
4 and Supplementary Figs. 13–14).
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Geometrically tunable transition of polarization dependence.
Leveraging the orientation-controlled photoresponse in tapered
nanoantennas, we design devices with a geometrically configurable
transition between unipolar and bipolar polarization, by combining
two types of nanoantennas with the respective orientation angles
θ1 and θ2 (Fig. 3a). Our simulation confirms that near-field coupling between neighbouring nanoantennas should not be important (Supplementary Fig. 15). The maxima and minima of the
polarization-dependent photoresponses for each set of (θ1, θ2) are
calculated in Fig. 3b,c, from which we drive the geometrically configurable PRs (as we discussed in Fig. 1c). Owing to the breakdown
of the PR–diattenuation correlation (see Supplementary Fig. 16 for
the diattenuation calculation), the PRs in our device are switchable
between the unipolar and bipolar regimes.
The geometrical configurability of the PR in our device is well
exemplified in our fabricated devices with (θ1, θ2) = (45°, −45°),
(90°, 0°) and (135°, 45°). In total, nine devices were fabricated, and
we consistently observed contrasting PRs of about 1.5, −12 and −1
for the three types, respectively (see Supplementary Figs. 17 and
18). In Fig. 3d, we compare our simulation with the experimental results by adding an arbitrary scale factor, which shows a good
agreement in the polarization dependence. Note that the relative
orientation angle of the nanoantennas in those three designs are the
same, namely, θ1 − θ2 = 90°; their diattenuation should also be the
same value of unity, which is an excellent example of the broken
PR–diattenuation correlation in our design.
We also investigated the robustness of the extremely large PR by
sweeping θ1 values from 45° to 135° with a fixed θ2 at 0°. As shown in
Fig. 3e, owing to the non-vanishing first derivative of photocurrent
minimum Jmin, the PRs will scale with 1/(θ1 − θt) near the transition
point (θt = 87°). The reciprocal relationship indicates a fast drop of
the PR when the parameters are away from the critical condition.
The measured PR in our device with θ1 = 90° (3° away from the transition point) was only about −12 (Fig. 3f).
Our proposed geometrically configurable PRs cover the full
range, from 1 to ∞/−∞ then to −1. Specifically, a PR = 1 device
with a completely polarization-insensitive photoresponse could be
achieved around (θ1, θ2) = (39°, −39°) or (141°, −141°) as shown

in Supplementary Fig. 20. In addition, one example for a PR = ∞
device is at (θ1, θ2) = (87°, 0°). Our simulated and experimental PR
reaches above 100, limited by the accuracy of our measurement
setup (Supplementary Figs. 21 and 22). Finally, PR = −1 devices
have also been demonstrated as Fig. 3d.
Electrically tunable transition of polarization dependence.
We further demonstrated an electrical-tuning approach via heterogeneous nanoantennas to achieve a configurable transition of
polarization dependence, which may be useful in practice to compensate for fabrication errors (Fig. 4a). Here, we leverage the different gate dependence in two types of metal–graphene interfaces,
such as titanium and palladium48, to control the relative contribution of the photocurrents from differently oriented nanoantennas
(see Supplementary Note 5 for detailed discussions). We fabricated Ti/Au and Pd/Au nanoantennas with respective orientation
angles of 135 and 45° (Fig. 4b). A polarity transition was observed
around Vg = −23 V (Fig. 4c). An expanded plot of the measured
photovoltages near zero is illustrated in Fig. 4d. Furthermore,
the electrical-tuning method is better illustrated in the measured
gate-dependent photovoltages at polarization angles of 45 and 135°,
corresponding to the maxima and minima (Fig. 4e). Extracted
PRs are listed in Supplementary Table 2. When the photovoltages
at φ = 135° flip the sign around Vg = −23 V, the photovoltages at
φ = 45° remain large. The resulting PRs are huge (>100), limited by
the accuracy of our setup. In practice, the technique of active-pixel
sensors can be used to apply gate voltages for each device. Finally,
we note that the gate-dependent photoresponse may drift over time,
requiring passivation or encapsulation in practical applications (see
Supplementary Fig. 24).
Measurement of small polarization-angle perturbation. To
highlight the usefulness of our method, we reveal that the unusual
bipolar device, with (θ1, θ2) = (135°, 45°) and PR = −1, could be a
self-contained balanced detector with great advantages for the
measurement of small polarization-angle perturbation. Figure 5a
illustrates the measured polarization-dependent photovoltages at
different incident powers, all of which can be well fitted with the
Nature Photonics | www.nature.com/naturephotonics
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function ~sin(2φ). Obviously, the integration of this function from
φ = 0 to 180° is zero, indicating that the contribution of unpolarized light is inherently excluded in this device. In addition, because
sin(2φ) = cos2(φ − 45°) − cos2(φ + 45°), the measured photovoltage
directly reflects the differential intensity of polarization along two
orthogonal directions, 45 and −45°.
As a feature of the balanced photodetection, our device shows
the largest polarization-angle sensitivity at the point (φ = 0°) where
the photoresponse vanishes. This background-free operation allows
us to eliminate the laser intensity noise that is usually dominant
in practical applications49. Our measurement also confirms the
voltage noise at φ = 45° under illumination to be 80% larger than
at φ = 0°. Around the background-free point, we fine tuned the
polarization angle and measured a polarization-angle sensitivity of
10.4 μV per degree and a noise density of 0.24 μV Hz−1/2 at 350 μW
illumination power, leading to a noise-equivalent polarization-angle
rotation of about 0.02° Hz−1/2 (Fig. 5b). This detectivity is comparable to the reported micropolarizer-filtered silicon detectors in the
visible range7, but our device operates in the mid-infrared region
where the miniaturization of photodetectors remains tricky50.
The measured noise at various illumination powers is provided in
Supplementary Fig. 25. In addition, the measured power dependence of the polarization sensitivity indicates the extensive linear
dynamic range of our device (Fig. 5c).

Discussion

Although we have limited our discussion to the detection of linearly polarized light in this work, our theoretical analysis and
numerical designs can be readily extended to detect circularly
polarized light (Supplementary Note 6 and Supplementary Fig. 26).
Furthermore, the ability to implement both polarization-insensitive
(PR = 1) and balanced (PR = −1) photodetectors allows us to
measure the full-Stokes parameters directly. Since the geometric
size of the nanoantenna is less than half the wavelength, a device
with a single nanoantenna could enable the measurement of
local polarization states in the subwavelength scale. We also note
that our method is especially useful for infrared polarization imaging, where high-performance photodetection is still heavily dependent on bulky cryogenically cooled devices. What excites us most
is that our theoretical analysis and numerical designs could, in
principle, be extended to detect all the properties of light, including the intrinsic ones (intensity, wavelength, linear and circular
polarization) and the extrinsic ones (angle of incidence and orbital
angular momentum). Because these properties of light are correlated with the near field of specially designed nanoantennas, they
can be detected by the proposed 2D semimetal photodetectors,
which sense the near-field asymmetry of nanoantennas. A more
detailed comparison with the existing nanoantenna-assisted 2D
material photodetectors is provided in Supplementary Fig. 27 and
Supplementary Table 3.
Looking forward, an improved model that correlates the incident
power with the absolute photoresponse will be useful to optimize
the structures further. The concurrent detection of intensity and
polarization for certain specific applications would require multiple collaborative devices that acquire complementary information.
Besides, exploring the setup-unlimited high-frequency photoresponse (>1 MHz) of our device in the mid-infrared range would be
interesting. Furthermore, further studies on broadband polarization imaging via scrutinized antenna design would also be impactful. Last, we note that the concept of transition between unipolar
and bipolar regimes is universal, which may also be implemented in
other material systems, including the emerging topological materials and doped ferroelectrics28,44.
In conclusion, we have numerically designed and experimentally studied nanoantenna-mediated few-layer graphene photodetectors with geometrically and electrically tunable polarity
Nature Photonics | www.nature.com/naturephotonics

transition between unipolar and bipolar polarization dependence. The
resulting PRs cover all the possible values from 1 to ∞/−∞ then
to −1. The demonstrated ultrabroad tunable polarization dependence, large PRs at the transition point, versatility in design and
self-contained balanced polarization detection of our approach
highlight the potential of semimetals for next-generation
ultra-compact polarimetry.
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Simulation. The optical responses of a 2D array of nanoantennas on graphene were
simulated with a single unit and applying periodic boundary conditions, using the
finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD Solutions package, Lumerical). The
light source was a plane wave with normal incidence from the air. The boundaries
above and below the array of nanoantennas were perfectly matched layers. Mesh
spacings were below 10 nm in all dimensions. From bottom to top, the simulated
structure consists of a silicon substrate, SiO2 (300 nm thickness), graphene (2D
surface-conductance model, no thickness), gold nanoantennas (60 nm thickness)
and air. The absorption of graphene was calculated using the surface-conductance
model. The modelling of nanoantenna-mediated current flow was implemented
with our Python codes.
Device fabrication. The fabrication of our devices started from mechanically
exfoliating few-layer graphene flakes from natural graphite (NGS Naturgraphit)
onto a thermally oxidized (~285 nm) heavily p-doped silicon wafer, which served
as a back gate. Metallic alignment markers (usually 3 nm titanium and 20 nm gold)
were then fabricated using electron-beam lithography (EBL; JBX-6300FS, Jeol),
thermal deposition and liftoff in acetone. With these alignment markers, we then
patterned graphene to rectangles via a second round of EBL and oxygen plasma
etching. The devices were then annealed at 350 °C for 6 h in an argon/hydrogen
atmosphere to remove the resist residues. Thereafter, metallic nanoantennas
and contacts were patterned on the graphene flakes by a third round of EBL and
subsequent thermal deposition (5 nm palladium and 50 nm gold). Finally, a fourth
round of EBL and thermal deposition (5 nm titanium and 60 nm gold) were used
to pattern the titanium nanoantennas and larger electrodes for probing electrical
characterization.
Characterization. Our measurements of photovoltages were conducted using
a homemade optical system where the light from a quantum cascade laser
(MIRCat-1200, Daylight Solutions) with high polarization purity (>100:1) was
propagated in free space and delivered by uncoated mirrors onto the sample. A
low-order half-wave plate (WPLH05M-4000, Thorlabs) designed at 4 µm was
used to control the polarization angles of light. The photovoltages were measured
using a lock-in amplifier (SR830, Stanford Research Systems) and the light signal
was modulated using an optical chopper (SR540, Stanford Research Systems) at
1,368 Hz to get rid of the low-frequency noise and increase the signal-to-noise
ratio. The equivalent bandwidth, B, can be set by the time constant, t: B = 1/4t.
The low-frequency (<4 kHz) temporal response was measured using an
oscilloscope with the signal pre-amplified (SR560, Stanford Research Systems). The
high-frequency (>1 MHz) temporal response was characterized by the pulse mode
of our nanosecond quantum cascade laser (MIRCat-1200) and calibrated using a
commercial fast-speed mid-infrared photodetector (PDAVJ8—HgCdTe Amplified
Photodetector, 100 MHz bandwidth, Thorlabs). The d.c. I–V curves at different
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gate voltages were measured using a semiconductor characterization system
(4200-SCS, Keithley). The incident power was modulated by tuning the laser pump
current and inserting neutral density filters (NDIR03A, NDIR10A, NDIR20A and
NDIR30A, Thorlabs) and calibrated with a power meter (843-R, Newport).
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